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Meeting Locations: 
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Department of Education 9890 S. Maryland Pkwy Las Vegas Board Room (2nd Floor) 
Department of Education 700 E. Fifth St Carson City Board Room 

SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

(Video Conferenced) 
 
COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT: 
In Las Vegas: 
Kapua Maruyama 
Ana Zeh 
David Wilson 
Jennifer A. Carvalho 
 
In Carson City: 
Melissa Burnham 
Stacy Drum 
Michelle Gallivan-Wallace 
 
COMMISSION MEMBERS NOT PRESENT: 
Ramona Esparza 
Frances McGregor 
 
DEPARTMENT STAFF PRESENT: 
Las Vegas: 
Jason Dietrich 
Mike Arakawa 
Paul Partida 
 
Carson City: 
No Carson City staff present 
 
LEGAL STAFF PRESENT: 
Carson City: 
Greg Ott, Deputy Attorney General 
 
AUDIENCE IN ATTENDANCE: 
Las Vegas: 
Andre Yates, Clark County School District 
Terry Owens, Educational Testing Service 
Tracy Clark, Clark County School District 
David Rago, National University 
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Jessica Bouchte, Clark County School District 
Michael Robison, University of Phoenix 
Jennifer Verrato, Clark County School District 
Judith Pinkerton, Nevada Music Therapy Task Force 
Moises Denis, Nevada State Senator 
Kyle Lindberg, Nye County School District 
Peter Yeager, Educational Testing Service 
Allison Smith, University of Nevada Las Vegas 
Rob Askey, Touro University 
 
Carson City:  
Tim Logan, Lyon County School District 
Kate Schum, Washoe County School District 
Keith Lewis, Douglas County School District 
 
Elko:  
Teresa Stauffer, Great Basin College 
 
Agenda Item # 1 – Call to Order; Roll Call; Pledge of Allegiance  
President Burnham called the meeting to order at 8:15 a.m. 
Roll call was taken as above. It was determined a quorum was met. 
President Burnham led the Commission in the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 
Agenda Item # 2 – Public Comment #1 
Las Vegas: 
Andre Yates, Human Resources, Clark County School District gave an update on provisional licensure with regard to CCSD; 
out of the nearly 1,800 new hires this year, 47% of them are on provisional licenses. That is 824 new hires in classrooms 
making a difference for our children. This is thanks to the support of the Commission, and the support of our Governor. This 
exceeded his expectations. 
 
Carson City: 
No public comment in Carson City. 

Elko: 
No public comment in Elko. 

Agenda Item # 3 – Approval of Flexible Agenda  
Motion: Commissioner Wilson made a motion to approve a flexible agenda. Motion was seconded by Commissioner 
Maruyama. Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Jason requested the Commission move to Agenda Item #11 next due to a guest speaker. 
 
Agenda Item # 4 – Approval of October 12, 2016 Minutes 
The Commission took a moment to review the October 12, 2016 minutes. No changes were identified or recommended. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Carvalho made a motion to approve the October 12, 2016 minutes. Motion was seconded by 
Commissioner Zeh. Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item # 5 – Nevada Department of Education Updates 
Jason Dietrich presented the following department updates: 

1. Processing Timelines: We are currently processing at 4 ½ weeks. 
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2. Licensure RFP: For the new licensure system, the RFP has been out for vendor solicitation for two weeks. It will 
close mid-December and are very hopeful that we will have a vendor selected to le to move forward to the State 
Board of Examiners meeting, to present a contract to be approved, and have a model to go forward for funding.  

3. Divisional Update: All positions within the Division of Educator Effectiveness have been filled. 
 
President Burnham congratulated Jason on having a fully staffed division, and thanked him for decreasing the turnaround and 
wait time for licensure applications. She also wished him luck on the RFP. 
 
President Burnham introduced the new Commission member Stacy Drum, and apologized for not introducing her at the 
beginning of the meeting. 
 
Commissioner Drum introduced herself, and stated how excited she was to join the Commission. She has been with Washoe 
County School District for 24 years, is currently the K-6 Literacy Coordinator ,as well as a Candidate Support Provider for the 
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards Process in the north. She has taught in the elementary schools for 21 
years, and is very excited to work with the Commission. 

 
Agenda Item # 6 – ESSA State Plan Recommendations to Nevada Advisory Group   
Dena Durish presented on Every Student Succeed Act (ESSA). It is part of the elementary and secondary act that replaced 
the No Child Left Behind Act. The ESSA has many components and there are many recommendations. The good news is 
that it was a bipartisan bill that passed regarding education, student accountability, quality teaching and leading, and equity 
for all students. The focus is to shift away from the federal government requiring certain things, and putting some things 
back into the hands of the state. Each state is responsible for providing an ESSA plan to the federal government that outlines 
how they will address certain things. They way in which each state gets to that have flexibility. There is an ESSA Advisory 
Group, along with several other workgroups. She is here to provide a snapshot of the work of one of those groups. There are 
6 primary goals. The definition of “highly qualified” has been repealed; each state has to come up with what is considered 
“full state certification and licensure requirements met”. Each state must have a plan to address disparities that result in 
students from low income families and students of color being taught by ineffective, inexperienced, unqualified, or out-of-
field teachers at higher rates than peers. Dena also discussed the utilization of Title II funds. We are required to define the 
definitions in order to continue to receive these funds. This Commission may need to change the requirements for licensure 
as a result of defining “highly qualified”. Data collection and reporting options, and the possibility of a data dashboard, were 
also reviewed. 

President Burnham asked if the work group that has been working on these recommendations considered the federal teacher 
preparation regulations that are now in effect that also have reporting requirements for the state and for districts. Dena stated 
the short answer is no, because that is not their focus. Those are not part of ESSA and not included in our state plan. 
President Burnham stated it would be good to have all the information we are going to need for the regulations and ESSA 
requirements, as the data system is moving forward. Dena stated there are areas of overlap and we would share the ESSA 
feedback. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho suggested discussion on one recommendation per meeting. She asked about with the new 
President, his Administration, and Secretary of Education, will things change. Dena stated that there is no indication that 
anything will change. As is the case with any law, it is in place until it changes. The direction that we have been given as of 
last week is that the US Department of Education had regulation timeline changes up through 2019 that relate to the student 
side of this. Our take, as well as that of Superintendent Canavero, is that we stay on course until we are told otherwise. We 
have no reason to believe that this is on neither the 100 day, nor the 1 year priority list. We could be wrong; we could have 
new guidance in March or April. If things do change, they would change to the extreme of having fewer regulations. 
Anything we change would be needed anyhow for the good of Nevada. Commissioner Carvalho stated that she loves the 
idea of the dashboard for parents; the more information, the better. It is a measure of accountability for school 
administrations. She feels the more we can put in, it the better. 
 
President Burnham stated she agrees with Commissioner Carvalho; it is headed in an interesting and potentially positive 
direction. She thinks it is a little frightening, too, in the amount of leeway that is now given. She hopes that we are holding 
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high standards. She asked Dena if it was her impression that this is where the group that is working on this is coming from, 
trying to keep high standards in place. Dena replied that stakeholders overall were leaning towards more information, rather 
than less. President Burnham stated she likes the way we have gone to require additional exams to show competency in 
subject areas. It is an opportunity to widen and allow for a lot of things to happen that we need to be aware of. Dena stated 
she thinks the intent and definition is that if the full state certification and licensure requirements were met in a certain 
content area. She doesn’t believe it was the intent of anyone to open up a K-8 license to high school. There have been 
conversations around allowing someone with a K-8 license to take a math Praxis test rather than take the math content 
coursework. She shared with this body that the Department has submitted bill drafts and will look to our new Education 
Chair in the State Senate to give him an advanced preview of some things that we are looking at in the vein of if holding an 
elementary license and have been teaching 7th or 8th grade math, do I really need 36 or 21 hours for the minor, or could I just 
demonstrate competency by taking the exam. Content knowledge is still needed. The other thing we are doing is working 
with the Special Education Advisory Council. Will Jenson is our Special Education Director, and she and Jason Dietrich 
have been working with him. It is going to be on their agenda, but they will look at how it will impact special education 
teachers. We have also asked them to consider paraprofessionals; when the No Child Left Behind law was passed, it 
required all states to set minimum requirements paraprofessionals; special education aides that were in the classroom. There 
were also some changes to that which occurred, we are still waiting on guidelines from the US Department of Education on 
that. There are many states that license their paraprofessionals, we do not. We do not have a way for a paraprofessional to 
show they have met full state certification/licensure because we have not licensed them before. There are pros and cons to 
that. We have hundreds of thousands of these folks across our state and they are at a different pay rate than educators. 
Another area of concern is background clearance; teacher aids only fingerprint on the day prior to employment and are not 
required to be fingerprinted for the rest of their career. In 2011, our Legislature passed a requirement that all teachers get 
fingerprinted when they renew their licenses. There has been conversation to make it like teachers and having to be 
fingerprinted more often. That recommendation will likely come to this body. 
 
Commissioner Maruyama stated that he applauds what he sees and likes the data dashboard, from both a teacher and parent 
perspective. There are a lot of parents who struggle to speak English, and he believes that being able to look through and 
have the time to understand would be great. 
 
President Burnham agrees that vacancy and turnover rate information in a timely manner would be useful for preparation 
providers, parents and stakeholders. 
 
Dena stated that the different recommendations could be acted upon in whole or as individual recommendations with the 
others being brought forward with more information at a later time. She asks if the Commission members want additional 
information and willing to entertain at this time. 
 
President Burnham replied that she would be willing to entertain that idea. She asked for clarification about the school rating 
system. Dena stated that it would not be linked, only reporting information for the data dashboard; it would not go to the 
accountability group. 
 
President Burnham asked Commissioner Wilson to speak to data reporting requirements of the schools. Commissioner 
Wilson stated that most of this data is already captured at the district level; a lot of this is already put into the accountability 
report that is going out. It is not difficult to capture the data. He is a big proponent of giving a lot of data but most of the 
schools he takes over and works with are the at-risk schools with the most difficult data to collect. He has many openings 
that are filled with substitutes. The data is easy to capture and put into reports. His concern is how do we use the data to 
further our efforts, rather than hinder our efforts. 
 
Dena Durish stated that the information is to help identify root causes and strategies. They could add data points to the data 
dashboard. We’d work towards a consolidated application for federal and state fund. An example would be that Principal 
Wilson could say that he is a Title 1 school; he has a few needs that he indicates on a drop down menu on the application to 
the Nevada Department of Education and up would come evidence-based strategies that would show what other schools 
and/or districts are doing to address those gaps. The intent is to capture and share best practices. We could add long term 
substitutes to this. 
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President Burnham stated they have a request to move forward or make a recommendation on these, and asks is this the 
extent of the information on the recommendations, or are there full reports on each one of them. She would hate for us to 
move forward with endorsements without having a little more information. If it’s just that these pieces of information would 
be useful, she agrees that they are useful, and more information is better than less. She would like to take the temperature of 
the Commission members to find out if they are prepared to take action today, or request further information. 
 
Commissioner Wilson stated that he believed it would be beneficial to attack one or two in each upcoming meeting. This 
would allow us to give input and reflect on current practices. 
 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace stated she agreed and would like to see how it would be worded. She agrees with all the 
recommendations, the more data, the better. She wants to see how it’s different from the current wording. 
 
Commissioner Maruyama stated that he would like to gather more information to see exactly that all stakeholders would 
feel this would be beneficial to them. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho stated she would like clarification on the role of this Commission, and long term effects of any 
action. Dena replied that some things are currently federal law requirements, such as ineffectiveness, the federal government 
only wants to know the number at each school. To answer the question, the information will be put out as a recommendation 
to the stakeholders at the Teaching and Leading group. Ultimately, it is up to us at the Department of Education to submit a 
plan and submit those requests, and then we would be submitting to the legislature to receive the authority to collect that 
data. Right now we have regulatory authority, which could be changed. Our state law says that all schools must report the 
numbers of highly and non-highly qualified teachers. This is no longer required. When laws get repealed, all references to 
them get repealed. This Commission is another group of stakeholders that will provide recommendations. Commissioner 
Carvalho stated that she would love to give input. She feels ESSA Recommendation numbers 1 and 2 would be very 
important, numbers 3 through 5 we could act on today, and possibly number 6. 
 
Dena asked if there was any other information that the Commission would like to see brought back. 
 
President Burnham suggested they should backtrack and only look at ESSA Recommendation #1. The recommendation is 
to maintain the existing definitions of highly qualified for each of these groups. Dena replied, yes and stated they could take 
what they had in the old manual and re-post it, or they could change it to redefine. They can keep it as is, or move forward 
with changes. Recommendation #2 is more complex. Federal law is written that we must report anyone who is a provisional 
teacher, but we do not have to report conditional because they hold an ARL license. The federal law uses “emergency 
licensure” and we don’t have anything of that type, so it would be moot for us. The option program is something different, 
and some may be easier than others. 
 
President Burnham stated that having information on Recommendation #2 would be useful for everyone, as long as the 
definitions are made clear to the public. ARL is well defined, but not well known. She would be comfortable supporting #2. 
 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace stated that she agreed, and would be in support of Recommendation #2 and that data piece. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho stated she would like more information on the ARC/Option program. Dena explained that ARC 
stands for Alternate Route to Certification and is an alternative route to a specific certification, such as if an individual holds 
an elementary license and was asked to teach in special education. There are certain areas to hold a base license and then get 
hired into another specialized position with the required certification. Commissioner Carvalho also asked about the Business 
and Industry (B&I) license. Dena replied that a B&I will be talked about later on the agenda with a letter from Interim 
Education Chair Woodberry to look at career B&I licenses in career pathways. We weren’t reporting some of this in the past 
as it wasn’t considered core content areas. 
 
Commissioner Wilson stated that Career and Technical is very important to the state of Nevada and our local economy. The 
B&I and Career and Technical licenses are going to become more and more critical. He attempted to start a diesel program 
at my school and had a failed to find a diesel mechanic to come teach for me under the B&I license. This is more and more 
important as we move to career readiness. 
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Public Comment: 
Andre Yates, Clark County School District, stated he wanted to comment on both areas as they are critical areas for CCSD. 
First is the option program; CCSD would be sunk without it in special education. They have hundreds of people in this 
program, and his office is responsible for the tracking and monitoring over the 3 year period. In any given year they have 
between 350 and 400 people that are licensed in something else that are in special education classrooms. It varies from the 
resource teacher trained generalist that is in an autism classroom working towards their autism license to the elementary 
school teacher that has familiarly with students with autism early childhood special education, it runs the gamut. You will 
not find it on a website or publically available, he uses it very carefully to make sure it’s the right fit and work with 
principals. As to the B&I and CTE side, it is hard to find professionals because of pay.  He is always excited to see a 
computer science applicant because so many local companies pay so much better. 
 
President Burnham clarified the intent is not to remove the options program, but to let people know it exists. It is about data 
collection and reporting publically. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho stated that something needs to be reported if there is not a full license, but if someone has a full 
license they got through an alternative route, that doesn’t need to be reported because it is a full license. She suggests 
reporting the deficiencies, or things that people need to be aware of such as things that would hold an administrator 
accountable. She has mixed feelings on recommendation #2 and what should be reported, especially in the B&I area. 
 
President Burnham understands the concerns Commissioner Carvalho discussed, and stated that we need to have fully 
licensed teachers teaching in the schools. She is fine with the reporting of each in the interest of full disclosure to those 
whose taxes are going towards public education. She asked the Commissioners about Recommendations #1 and #2, and if 
they wanted further clarification or information. 
 
Dena noted that the consensus was to come back to Recommendation #1, with a chart/matrix with the old and the new 
information on highly qualified in licensure. They are waiting on special education advisory council recommendations in 
January, 2017. Regarding Recommendation #2, the provisional piece reporting, and ARC Option programs may need more 
information. The others are certainly open for discussion. 
 
Commissioner Maruyama likes and asked if they could go with Recommendation #2 as it is for a year, and then come back 
to it and see how it works out. Dena stated yes and no; they have to tell the Federal government what they will be reporting 
on. To the extent that it can be modified, a lot of states will revisit what they did to try to do what is best for their local 
content. There is flexibility in revisiting this at a later date. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho asked if Dena wanted consensus or their individual input. Dena said that she’s looking for the 
ability to go forward to the ESSA Advisory Group with the input of the Commission. Coming to a consensus on a few 
things and perhaps not coming to a consensus on others would help. Commissioner Carvalho feels that there is a consensus 
on Recommendation #2 to report on deficiencies in all areas. She could go either way on the B&I. Dena stated they could 
bring the B&I license requirements to the Commission in a workshop format for discussion at a later time. She would be 
happy to add this to next meeting under Recommendation #1. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Carvalho made a motion to request additional information for Recommendation #1 at the next 
meeting, and moves accept Recommendation #2. Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace seconded the motion. Motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
President Burnham stated that they had Recommendations 3 through 8 to consider still. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho stated she fully agrees and supports with Recommendations #3, #4, and #5; the more information, 
the better. She thinks Recommendations #6, #7, and #8 require more information. 
 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace agrees with Commissioner Carvalho and endorses Recommendations #3, #4 and #5. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Carvalho made a motion to accept and endorse Recommendations for #3, #4, and #5. 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously. 
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President Burnham suggested that Recommendation #6, #7, and #8, along with #1, would need more information. She asked 
Dena to bring this back to be discussed further at a later time. Dena agreed, and the purpose for most of them is to gather 
feedback for the stakeholders. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho asked if inexperienced teachers needed to be reported. Dena stated yes, the law is written in the 
negative about equity. The law says how many more inexperienced are at each school, in order to do that an 
“inexperienced” definition is needed. Commissioner Carvalho asked if we have information on what other states will be 
doing. Dena stated that it wasn’t happening yet. In the past, more than 3 years was the threshold for experienced. Some 
states are going with after 1 year now. 
 
President Burnham stated that 3 years is a good measure of how to see how educators are doing. Dena asked if 2 data points 
for less than 3 years as being “inexperienced”, and 3 or more years as “experienced”. She asked if there was another data 
point interval that needed to be added for very experienced teachers. President Burnham replied that she thought that it 
wasn’t needed to have more than the 2 data points with the 3 years as the mark. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho agreed with the 3 year mark being reasonable. Dena stated they could start with the 3 year mark 
and do it for a year to test and see if it makes a difference. Experience does not guarantee effectiveness, but the Federal 
government wants a definition for inexperienced. She would be happy to define the 3 full years of contracted teaching as the 
mark for “no longer inexperienced". 
 
Motion: Commissioner Carvalho made a motion for Recommendation #6 to define “experienced teacher” as having 
completed 3 full years as a licensed contracted teacher, and there be no intervals after that. Commissioner Zeh seconded the 
motion. Motion carried unanimously. 
 
President Burnham asked Dena about N-sizes, and to further explain how that is defined on her slide. Dena can gather more 
information about what we do on the student size and what other states are doing; President Burnham said that it would be 
helpful. 
 
Dena reviewed the slides for Title II, Part A (Attract, Prepare, Develop, Retain) and the Authorized Uses of SEA Funds. Her 
question about Recommendation #8 deals with how to invest the money they are allotted, and how to prioritize the funds. 
President Burnham stated that having some of the money dedicated towards modernization would be helpful. Commissioner 
Carvalho agrees. Dena stated that some would argue that the money should be used in other ways; it is not a lot of money in 
the whole scheme of things. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Carvalho motioned to endorse ESSA Recommendation #8. Commissioner Maruyama seconded the 
motion. Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item # 7 – Workshops to Solicit Comments for Proposed Amendments to the Following Regulations 
NAC 391.065 Renewal of license: Educational and professional requirements; exception. (NRS 385.080, 391.019) 
 
Jason Dietrich presented this workshop on behalf of the NDE. He stated that NAC 391.065, as well as the following 
workshop, was brought to NDE as a request from several superintendents in rural districts. Tim Logan, Lyon County School 
District, will be speaking to this from Carson City. Jason states we did add language in here at the request of individuals. The 
language request change is under Area 2, and we are stating that the provisions of this section do not apply to the renewal of 
licensure pursuant to NAC 391.073, or to the renewal of the special license with an endorsement as a substitute teacher in 
kindergarten through grade 12 pursuant to NAC 391.332. Under this renewal regulation, this would be exempting substitutes 
from being required to take the 6 credits for renewal. 
 
Public Comment: 
Tim Logan, Human Resources Director for Lyon County School District, stated that a few superintendents came together to 
speak about the issue, and are in support of removing the 6 credits required to renew substitute teaching licenses. He read an 
email he received from a substitute who is not renewing due to cost of renewal credits. They have substitutes who are 
throwing in the towel due to the cost of the renewal credits. His school district is short 16 teachers. There is a great need for 

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NAC/NAC-391.html#NAC391Sec065
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-385.html#NRS385Sec080
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-391.html#NRS391Sec019
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substitutes on a daily basis. We shouldn’t have an extra requirement for the 6 credits that need to be done every 5 years. He is 
in support of removing the 6 credits, and believes that the other current requirements to obtain the license are more than 
enough.  
 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace thanked Mr. Logan for speaking as a constituent affected by this. 
 
Public Comment: 
Keith Lewis, Director of Human Resources for Douglas County School District, stated that he agrees with Mr. Logan, and is 
in favor of removing the provisions. His rural school district is also having problems filling substitutes; in their county they 
have 215 registered substitutes and 57 unfilled jobs from the start of the school year. They worry that they need to make it 
accessible for people to sub in their classrooms. Douglas County is on the record in support of this change. 
 
President Burnham stated that she would like to hear from other School Districts, and if the 6 professional development unit 
should be removed. Dena replied that she’s speaking as a former Human Resources representative, and that the Districts have 
flexibility to state what is required to work for them. Prior to 2012, this was not a requirement, as it wasn’t in regulation. 
 
Public Comment: 
Andre Yates, Clark County School District Human Resources, stated that it is a barrier and a particular challenge keeping up 
with substitute needs, particularly on Mondays and Fridays the principals are scrambling to fill the classrooms. The substitutes 
only make $90 a day, and a lot of them can’t afford to keep up with the classes. They also lose substitutes from the Praxis 
requirement. He recommends that they treat it like the ARL program and require districts to have a plan in place for 
orientation. Behind a substitute is a thankless job and we need to be more sensitive to their financial situations. 
 
Commissioner Wilson stated that he fully concurs it is a barrier that needs to be removed. It’s not uncommon to have 7 to 8 
open positions. 
 
President Burnham believes that the Commission members wanted the substitutes to be up to date on having professional 
development. She asked if professional development units would be applied; Jason replied that the 6 credit hours can be 
obtained through professional development credits and they would count. President Burnham asked if substitutes would be 
required to have the 6 specific credits; Jason replied that substitutes would be required unless the 6 credit requirement were 
removed. It could potentially effect with multicultural education, depending on when the license was issued. If they were 
excluded from the 6 credit requirement, then it wouldn’t be an issue moving forward. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace made a motion to approve the language change as submitted to NAC 391.065 for 
the removal of the 6 credits required for a substitute license. Commissioner Wilson seconded the motion.  Motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
President Burnham asked a question in regards to the dark period and moving this to a public hearing as a temporary 
regulation; Jason stated that moving forward through public hearing and filing with the Secretary of State’s office, this would 
be a temporary regulation that would expire in November, 2017, and be brought forward again as a workshop and hearing in 
the light period between July and October, to become a permanent regulation. President Burnham stated she would like to 
move it forward into a public hearing as soon as possible so that they could make it a temporary regulation. Jason will begin to 
process this as a temporary regulation on behalf of the Commission as prescribed. 
 
Agenda Item # 8 – Workshops to Solicit Comments for Proposed Amendments to the Following Regulations:  
NAC 391.332 
Workshop started at 10:55 am. 
 
Jason presented this workshop on behalf of NDE. NAC 391.332 is in regards to the states qualifications to serve as substitute 
teacher; endorsement as substitute teacher; period for which substitute teacher may be hired; provisional nonrenewable special 
license; renewal (NRS 391.019). Under Area 7 it does relate back to the renewal requirements. We are removing language 
from this regulation stating that substitutes would not be required to have the 6 credit hour renewal, and going so far as to 
exempt them. The same type of language and the same meaning by removing and adding the exemption. 
  

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NAC/NAC-391.html#NAC391Sec332
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Motion: Commissioner Carvalho made a motion to approve the proposed language in NAC 391.332 to become a temporary 
regulation. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Zeh. Motion carried unanimously. 
 
President Burnham stated this will be moved forward to public hearing with the idea that this will be a temporary regulation as 
soon as it is heard at public hearing. 
 
Workshop ended at 11:00 am. 
  
Agenda Item # 9 – Alternative Route to Licensure Provider Modification 
Jason stated that Clark County School District has requested a non-substantive modification to their currently approved ARL 
program. When we selected the “check boxes” to put on the form, we didn’t give consideration to the evaluation process for 
an ARL, and the individual being evaluated by their employer. The NDE can make that modification to the form. When 
CCSD notified him to make a request for a non-substantive change to change their model of evaluation, he asked that they 
submit on district letterhead to present to the Commission to take possible action on it. The document appears to be very 
reasonable, they are realigning their evaluation process to fall in line with the Nevada Educator Performance Framework 
(NEPF) and on behalf of the NDE, he recommends to the Commission approval of the non-substantive modification to their 
approved ARL program. 
 
President Burnham asked if the letter was posted on the website, she didn’t see it in the meeting packet materials. Jason said 
that it was posted recently on the website under “CCSD Letter” and following technical difficulties, it was posted a bit later 
than normal. 
 
President Burnham asked if the change was to how they were evaluating their ARL candidates to align with the NEPF; Jason 
replied that change would be how they are performing their educator evaluations during their ARL program. They will only do 
one evaluation per year. There are other ARL programs that do only one per year; CCSD used to do up to five satisfactory 
evaluations per year due to their Human Resources structure at the time. President Burnham asked if they believe one 
evaluation is sufficient. Jason replied that the CCSD Director, Jennifer Verrato, is on hand to speak to the issue if needed to 
answer any questions. They do a continuous evaluation throughout the program; this would be their annual formalized 
evaluation as a continuing ongoing educator. 
 
Motion: Commissioner Wilson made a motion to approve the CCSD modification as it pertains to the number of evaluations 
to their ARL program.  Motion was seconded by Commissioner Maruyama. There was one abstention by Commissioner 
Gallivan-Wallace due to not being present during discussion of the item. Motion carried. 
 
Agenda Item # 10 – Testing Models  
Dr. Terry Owens, Client Relations Director for Educational Testing Service (ETS), presented on Content Knowledge 
Teaching (CKT) test and available School Leadership Assessments (SLA), as well as testing models and associates costs for 
Elementary Education and School Administrators. She also discussed PE performance. 
 
Public Comment: 
Jason stated that Teresa Stauffer from Great Basin College (GBC) was on hand for comment. 
 
Ms. Stauffer participated in the work with CKT and she’d like to speak to that today. Ms. Stauffer stated that the process they 
went through was having a task to determine the cut score for the lowest end of the teacher level that they would accept as a 
teacher who could get hired. She expressed that she wished the process to do this could be shared with the K-12 schools. With 
this test, she wanted to compare what we currently have in Nevada and the NEPF, and ELAD was high on the priority list. 
They took the exams, and divided into two groups. Sequestered groups did not talk about scores until after they were done. 
Her concern was with the scores, and with the recommended cut scores, is being less than half the test. She wondered what the 
test told them as they didn’t see a lot of alignment to NEPF or the literacy plan. The test wasn’t horrible, it had a lot of finding 
student error pieces within, and it did not have alignment to the evidence-based practices with inclusion in a special education 
classroom except for looking at special education inclusion in the general education classroom, with exception of a few 
questions. It also did not have the required ELAD piece. Her main concern, as the higher education representative, is that with 
the decisions made in Nevada about where licensure is going with K-8 or shorter and content requirements. Until all the other 
questions are answered, and until they have a direct focus on where licensure should go, being able to detect mistakes is valid, 
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but with the expectation being less than half the test, she wonders if we will impede process by instituting a whole new test 
right now and getting teachers out there who are otherwise qualified if they have solid courses in their teacher prep programs. 
The discussion found in the process that this test was okay, and a good tool for those institutions that don’t do clinical practice 
as a big piece of their teacher prep programing. She could probably agree with that as at her school they have an extensive and 
solid clinical practice program. She does not feel it is right for us at this time due to those reasons. 
 
President Burnham stated she also had opportunities to participate with a standard setting study as well. She agreed it is 
rigorous and extremely useful process. She is not sure that a change in testing for elementary teachers would be appropriate 
without more information, but would go along with the Commission recommendation. 
 
Commissioner Zeh stated she thinks it is early to make changes to qualifications, but that they should look at it if it gets to that 
point. It would give them an indicator of the quality of teacher they are getting. 
 
Ms. Stauffer stated that current test used for elementary is almost exclusively pedagogy and that they build the content in their 
general education courses. In the coursework, the test that is given now is more pedagogy driven. They are not testing content 
knowledge with the test that they give their teachers right now. That content knowledge is done and people are weeded out 
with the Praxis core prior to that. The test they take now is a teaching process knowledge to some extent. 
 
President Burnham stated that Nevada doesn’t require a test for school leaders. The other piece brought to the Commission 
was information about the school leadership series Praxis, which is potentially under consideration by this body and would be 
looking at adopting a Praxis licensure exam for school leaders. 
 
Jason asked Dr. Owens if the administration examination has been brought forward previously and the Commission did not 
vote to accept it. Dr. Owens replied that it was brought up in a general way; it was done on presentation and mentioned it was 
available. It was discussed with a former employee, James Kenyon. It was never put on the agenda as a decision item; it was 
never put on the agenda for decision, only as an informational item. Jason stated that the question back to the Commission is 
that the test is out there and Nevada has never agendized it to the Commission to adopt for licensing. Dr. Owens was requested 
to bring this forward, along with the CKT review, to see if this body at this time was going to entertain the testing for the 
administration licensure. He wanted Dr. Owens to bring this forward to see if new discussions showed appetite to have this 
administrative exam.  
 
President Burnham asked if we don’t have a Praxis 2 for administrators, and an ARL program were to be approved for 
Administrator ARL licensure, would the fact that they wouldn’t have a Praxis 2 exam to go to, would that have an impact and 
what would it would the impact be. Commissioner Wilson replied that some general information that different districts do 
different things, currently CCSD is using the Gallop measure to find if someone will be successful in the administrative field. 
It is one of their pre-qualifiers for administrative positions. They have heard from the rural superintendents that were interested 
in an ARL program for their small districts so that they could get the people living in their community invested in where they 
were headed, but nowhere did we hear about tightening requirements for administrative licenses. His personal opinion at this 
time is not to move forward with Praxis examination for administrator licensure, but to allow districts to decide on their own 
before selecting their candidates.  
 
President Burnham asked if passing the test be adequate for licensure if you were in an ARL approved program for an 
administrator license. Commissioner Wilson replied that he believes that it would give book knowledge, but leadership is 
leadership, and there are other ways set by school districts to weed out, or set bars, and find good administrators and leaders. 
His personal opinion is that we do not need a Praxis exam for leadership. 
 
Jason stated that he was capturing the question from President Burnham; the adoption for an examination for administration 
would not affect an ARL program for admin either way. The coursework content would still be required and prerequisites 
would still be required. It would be an add-on to those requirements that is not currently there. 
 
President Burnham asked if passing the test would be sufficient in place of coursework; Jason replied that it would not take the 
place of the coursework. 
President Burnham stated that it sounds like there is not a current appetite for administering a Praxis 2 for administrator 
licensure. Commissioner Carvalho stated that was accurate. 
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Dr. Owens stated that they will keep everyone informed with what is available, and they respect that participation is voluntary 
by each state. 
 
Dr. Owens continued with her presentation on PE: Content & Design (5095). 
 
President Burnham stated that as a reminder the Commission sets the cut scores passing rates for the tests in the state that are 
required and that they try to be considerate of everything, not trying to lower standards, but try to make it reasonable. They 
usually adopt the cut scores that are set by the Multistate Standard Setting Study that is completed by ETS on these exams. 
 
President Burnham asked Jason if this was for possible action today, or if it needs to be agendized separately. Jason stated that 
he would refer to Deputy Attorney General Greg Ott, but he believed that the Commission could act upon it. Deputy Attorney 
General Ott agreed, as long as it was agendized. 
 
Commissioner Wilson asked if there is a recommendation for what would be a reasonable cut score; President Burnham 
replied that it was 164, and if they lowered it by 5 points, it would increase the pass-rate in Nevada to 80% from its current 
level of 50%. 
 
Commissioner Maruyama asked if the 70% passing rate was standard; President Burnham replied that she believed that was 
so, that 70% to 80% would make them feel confident that they had the right score, and when you look across the country, that 
is helpful. It would take away the nuances away from individual states if they are looking across states and multiple test takers. 
She would defer to Dr. Owens on the actual numbers. 
 
Dr. Owens stated there is no standard passing rate, but generally she is seeing between 80% and 90% is reasonable between 
other states and other tests. She sees that 75% to 85% is a passing rate you would want to shoot for. There are a lot of factors 
that go into it. 
 
Commissioner Carvalho stated she agrees with President Burnham. If we look at the national pass rate, we would be in good 
company, and take that together with what Dr. Owens is saying, we should move the pass rate to a more comfortable range, 
not below the reasonable range. 
 
Dr. Owens asked what date they would like to make it effective; they could do it for the current cycle. Jason stated that there 
would be great difficulty programing in a back-score to find those individuals who it would affect. He would recommend 
making it effective January 1, 2017 and could code it in tomorrow. 
 
Commissioner Gallivan-Wallace stated she believed it makes more sense moving forward to be made effective January 1, 
2017. Commissioner Maruyama stated that he agreed, and wanted to make it happen as soon as tomorrow. 
 
President Burnham asked about how people would go about denial due to lower cut score, and how they would handle that. 
Jason stated that a 30-day window to go back and approve, rather than deny, those people and grandfather them in. 
 
Motion: Motion made by Commissioner Carvalho to adopt a new cut rate score for PE from 169 to164 effective January 1, 
2017 and grandfather in those who it would apply to in the last 30 days. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Maruyama. 
Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item # 11 – Music Therapy Licensure 
Senator Moises Denis and Judith Pinkerton presented on a letter to the Commission dated September 9, 2016, regarding Music 
Therapy licensure. 
 
Senator Denis stated education is important, and discussed how he became involved in PTA. He worked on Music Licensure 
over the last few years in the state of Nevada, and attended Brigham Young University for a Music Degree. The State of 
Nevada is fortunate as there are many music programs, and all kids have access to music, whereas other states do not. Five 
years ago in the Legislature, the Music Licensure bill passed in the state of Nevada. In the United States, Music Therapy has 
been around over 65 years, and has been done in hospitals to help patients. He feels there is a difference in having someone 
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play music versus being trained in how music can be used in situations. He discussed a couple of examples where music 
therapy was used in medical cases. Senator Denis wants the State to recognize the work done in Music Therapy and that there 
is great need. Senator Denis has a gifted child who scored very high in the standardized testing, but had problems passing 
normal testing in the classroom. With the help of a school counselor, a school psychologist, and a speech therapist, along with 
medication for ADHD, he is now doing very well and excelling at his work. Senator Denis askes the Commission to consider 
recognizing Music Therapists as specialized educators rather than substitutes; they are a very valuable resource. This is a very 
important issue for him; his mother in law passed away last night, music was very important in her life, and he thinks that she 
would have wanted him here to advocate for it. He is willing to have a discussion and answer any questions. He brought Judith 
Pinkerton with him, who is a Music Therapist in the state, as well as with the National Music Therapists Association, to help 
pass the legislation. 
 
President Burnham expressed her thanks and appreciation to Senator Denis for coming before the Commission, and expressed 
her condolences on his family’s loss. 
 
Judith Pinkerton stated that she is the first board certified Music Therapist in the country to have received the Music Therapy 
License. There are 7 other states that have approved licensure, and there are 8 more states right now that have licensure bills 
before their legislatures. Nevada was leading the charge in issuing licenses; there are approximately 1,700 Music Therapists 
that are board certified across the United States working with kids with special needs in school districts. There is one Music 
Therapist in Nevada working with special needs in Washoe County School District for 30 years. She retires in a few years. 
Because she is dual-certified with her educator license and music therapy license, she gets paid as an educator. She has been 
doing music therapy; she was hired as a Music Therapist 30 years ago. The only way that they knew that they could pay her 
was if she had an educator license. The substitute license is not a possibility, which is what was suggested. Ms. Pinkerton had 
a substitute license for 3 years and states you can’t do music therapy in a classroom when you are supposed to be doing what 
the teacher wants you to do. She states there is no way you can provide music therapy as a substitute teacher; you have to have 
an educator’s license and a license in Music Therapy to be able to provide music therapy and that is very hard to find. She is 
asking that the agenda item request that they had submitted a year ago, which never reached the agenda, be placed on the 
agenda. She will submit all the paperwork. She states the statute and regulation that she wrote, with help from national 
colleagues, will make it easy for the Commission’s approval. She is glad to be sitting before the Commission now, and hopes 
to make Music Therapy licensure recognized in the State of Nevada to help co-treat alongside occupational, speech and 
physical therapists in the school districts. 
 
President Burnham asked Jason Dietrich if he had previous materials on this subject. Jason stated that Ms. Pinkerton did 
submit an agenda request form, but due to how busy the Commission work was at the time of submittal, it was decided to 
agendize this at a later time. President Burnham stated that due to the fact that we are in the dark period it would be difficult at 
this time, but we could place it on a future agenda as to be heard as a regulation. Jason Dietrich stated that anything done by 
the Commission through June 30, 2017, would be a temporary regulation. President Burnham stated that she would like this to 
be on the summer agenda. Jason said staff could have a packet ready for the February 2017 meeting for regulatory changes 
after July 1, 2017, and present it as a discussion item. 
 
Senator Denis stated that if there are any issues that have to deal with the Commission’s ability do this that needs Legislative 
help, he can help, and would be happy to put it into a bill, and he would work with the Commission. Jason thanked Senator 
Denis and stated it is more of a logistical scenario; the practicality of issuance would mirror something similar to how a 
Speech Pathologist license is issued. An individual would bring in a license from another agency, and we would reciprocate 
that license so those individuals could go into the district. We could draft regulatory language and bring it back to the 
Commission to review moving forward as of July 1, 2017. 
 
Dena Durish asked if the license training would go through the medical profession program, such as Health and Human 
Services, not an education preparation program. Ms. Pinkerton stated that the State ratifies the board certification through the 
Certification Board for Music Therapists and they are called a Licensed Professional Music Therapist (LPMT). That changed 
over the first time that they issued the license a year ago to be LPMT, so there’s nothing new they need to do for the state in 
order to comply with the licensure, except for submittal of a background check, and show we are board certified and in good 
standing with the Certification Board for Music Therapists. 
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Senator Denis stated all training would go through the national board that certifies the education training for bachelors or 
masters degrees. Ms. Pinkerton stated that there are 2 organizations; The American Music Therapy Association and The 
National Schools of Music are responsible to accredit university degrees programs; there are 80 university degree programs 
across the country that issue the music degrees which work with music therapy. This is where they get their musical education. 
 
Dena stated this is like the ELAD specialist degree; this body can pass the licensing requirements, but if there is nowhere to 
offer the training and/or if the districts don’t have a correlation directory, it would be up to the districts to figure out. Dena is 
glad Jason’s team will be able to work on this and knows we will be able to get something done. 
 
Commissioner Zeh stated she wants a better sense of what kind of delivery is being talked about; one-on-one, group, or 
classroom. Ms. Pinkerton stated yes to all delivery types; music therapy is flexible and adaptable to meet the needs of the 
educational goals. Typically the music therapist will go into IEP meetings along with the students, the clients, the teachers and 
staff to zone in on educational goals that will be served and satisfied with the use of music therapy. It may be that music 
therapy is not recommended by the Music Therapist doing an assessment, but that is always the first step. This is like what a 
speech therapist or physical therapist would do to make sure it is appropriate, delivery is flexible. Commissioner Zeh asked 
how it would work exactly, and has concerns on how much paperwork, permission slips, and what kind of confidentiality 
issues there may be. Ms. Pinkerton stated that the therapist goes into the special education classroom and provides music 
therapy. She would be glad to provide any additional information. 
 
Jason invited Ms. Pinkerton to leave the packet she brought with him. 
 
Jason Dietrich requested to move to Agenda Item #6. 
 
Agenda Item # 12 – Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
Jason presented to the Commission the receipt of a letter dated August 30, 2016 from State Assemblywoman Melissa 
Woodbury in regards to growing the need for CTE Teachers. Jason was not sure the direction that Assemblywoman 
Woodbury would like the Commission to go. He stated that perhaps President Burnham could provide more context to the 
letter. He was not able to get anyone from the CTE unit to participate in discussion due to transition of leadership within the 
NDE. 
 
President Burnham stated that she wasn’t sure on the context or request either, and that the best thing to do would be to table 
and put on next agenda so that more information is available and the CTE unit could provide testimony and ensuring we have 
the right requirements for CTE. 
 
Jason stated he also sent emails to Assemblywoman Woodbury and the policy analyst, Mr. Butterworth; he wasn’t given any 
responses due to short notice. He will agendize this for the next meeting in February, 2017. 
 
Agenda Item # 13 – Future Agenda Items 
(Information/Discussion) Melissa Burnham, President and Jason Dietrich, NDE Director of Educator Licensure 
 
President Burnham stated for future agenda items of CTE, and Dena Durish would bring back input and discussion on the 
ESSA recommendations.  
 
Jason stated he notated for the February 2017 meeting a road map for the Music Therapy License to be reviewed and if the 
Commission were in agreement, recommendations would move forward and they could draft language for the light period in 
July 2017. 
 
President Burnham asked to have everything that passed through workshops today to be put on the February, 2017 agenda. 
Jason stated that he would do so dependent upon getting it through LCB within the timeframe. 
 
Agenda Item # 14 – Commissioners’ Comments 
There were no Commissioner comments. 
 
Agenda Item # 15 – Deputy Attorney General Comments 
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Greg Ott, Deputy Attorney General had no comments. 
 
Agenda Item # 16 – Public Comment #2 
No public comment in Las Vegas or Elko. 
 
Carson City: 
Tim Logan, Lyon County School District, stated that they are in support of ARL for Administration to increase the pool. They 
believe that skills and leadership ability go hand in hand. 
 
President Burnham asked Jason to provide a reminder on the ARL for Administration. Jason provided a brief synopsis per the 
last meeting on October 12, 2016. The Commission did approve ARL for administrators, and it allows for existing or future 
ARL providers to request that program area. They did qualify at that time that all licensure requirements must be met. Nothing 
would change, it would allow the candidate to go into role and start mentoring process while they are taking everything else 
required to obtain their license. He and Dr. Jensen are going to work on documentation that will assist with the process for 
future applicants. He offered to Mr. Logan to reach out to him so they could work on it as well. 
 
Agenda Item # 17 – Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:25 pm. 


